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No need for installation, very easy and fast (portable software)
No need for technical and specialized knowledge to work with this program
High speed and stability
User-Friendly (English interface)
Intelligent Anti-Lock System (New)
Add peoples to your desired group
Insert images, usernames, names and descriptions on accounts (virtual or real ones).
Extract User Name (UserName) members of target groups
The mechanism for releasing accounts (virtual or real) by spam bots
Possibility to enter public groups and extract members intelligently with custom filters
Possibility to report each operation accurately and distinctly with a personal robot in the
telegram (the ability to set arbitrary robots and the desired recipient)
Set up and synchronize the time of the server or system to avoid communication problems with
the telegram server
Possibility to set the proxy (IP connection) line of the line individually and proprietary for each
line when registering line if desired.
Ability to set API ID, HASH and type of device connected to Line Separate for each line
(automatic and manual)
Support @username and phone number and UserID|UserHash (All three simultaneously)
Compatible with IP Changers to prevent IP and Mac Address blocking
Complete program stability in very massive activities (no problem and program crash).
Installable and deployed on servers
Ability to add or save new virtual numbers
Ability to stop and continue the operation from the last stopping point
Possibility to adjust the number of stops and interruptions
Possibility to add or change the link of target groups
Ability to update the app automatically by clicking on a button
Provides many options for adjusting to the user, if desired
Based on the API, it works without using a mouse and keyboard
Can be installed and compatible with all versions of Windows (.NET Framework 4.6).
Limited support and updates
Possibility to provide a very accurate and complete report for each operation with CSV split
and format
Core Edition under the Console App for programmers and Web Service enthusiasts for the
programming
And hundreds of other special features
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